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Charge of the Task Force 
 
The original charge to the Long-range Academic Master Plan (LAMP) task force came from Academic Senate 
Resolution 370-11:  
 

This body will be responsible for drafting a Long-range Academic Master Plan (LAMP) to guide CSUSM’s 
curricular development both into the near future (i.e., the next 3-5 years) as well as over the long term. 
This group will vet and prioritize proposals for new degree programs as put forward by faculty within 
and across all of CSUSM’s Colleges. In vetting and prioritizing proposals, this task force will also be 
making recommendations regarding future funding priorities as well as recommendations about the 
timeline for implementing such programs. However, the LAMP must be understood as a flexible plan 
that can be adjusted over time as unforeseen circumstances rise.  (AS 370-11, passed 4 Apr. 2012) 
 

The former Provost, Emily Cutrer, elaborated further on the charge of the LAMP by noting that the work of this 
task force is understood to be collaborative between faculty and administrators and also between the university 
and the larger community.  In fulfilling its charge, the LAMP is also encouraged to consider “the broader national 
context” (Provost Cutrer, LAMP meeting, 15 Oct. 2012). Planning by the LAMP task force will require a 
partnership with Extended Learning and should consider both the San Marcos and Temecula campuses.  
 
Task Force Procedure 
 
In October 2012, co-chairs Graham Oberem and Kathleen Watson sent out a call to the Colleges for their 3- Year 
Rolling Plans. Oberem extracted information from the plans to create a preliminary compilation, by College, of 
information about proposed degrees, minors, options and certificate programs and formatted the information 
into a matrix shown in Appendix A (Academic Planning by College). The College representatives on the LAMP 
task force were asked to bring the information back to their Colleges for confirmation of accuracy. 
 
The units were asked to examine their strategic plans and goals over the next three years. Colleges were also 
asked to consider faculty/staff hiring needs in the development of the Academic Master Plan. Later, in February 
2013, Colleges were invited to speak to the task force to clarify the matrix (Appendix A) and answer questions 
regarding long-term programmatic plans for the next ten years.  

 
During both the Fall 2012 and Spring 2013 semesters, guests were invited to speak to the LAMP task force. Dr. 
Jan Jackson, Vice President for Community Engagement (CE), joined the October 2012 meeting to discuss 
various organizations in which Community Engagement is currently involved. At her suggestion, the LAMP 
members were invited to, and several attended, the San Diego North Economic Development Council 
“Prosperity on Purpose” luncheon held on December 6, 2012. The focus of the discussion was a newly released 
Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) for San Diego North County that suggests a gap 
between what our key regional industries need and what institutions of higher education are delivering (North 
County Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS), June 2012). At the November 2012 LAMP 
meeting, Regina Eisenbach, Associate Dean for the College of Business Administration, discussed her work on 
the CEDS document and how that data might be used to fulfill the responsibilities of the LAMP. Also at that 
meeting, Professor Mohammed Oskoorouchi, Faculty Fellow for Teaching and Learning, discussed trends in 
higher education. Matt Ceppi, Chief of Staff for the Office of the President and Associate Vice President for 
Institutional Planning & Analysis joined the March 2013 meeting to review external sources of employment and 
workforce information that could inform the LAMP process. 

http://www.csusm.edu/LAMP/documentation/planning_matrix.xls
http://www.csusm.edu/LAMP/documentation/north_county_ceds_report_2012_final.pdf
http://www.csusm.edu/LAMP/documentation/north_county_ceds_report_2012_final.pdf
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At LAMP meetings in March 2013, each of the College representatives reported on the criteria their College 
deems most important for prioritizing the launch of new programs (certificates, minors, undergraduate and 
graduate programs) and how these criteria fit with the priorities given to existing programs. The task force also 
reviewed the language from the Senate Resolution that formed the LAMP and that identified criteria for the 
LAMP to consider.  

 
The April 2013 meetings focused on defining the criteria and the process for prioritizing program proposals. The 
criteria were based upon a list of ideas shared at each of the LAMP’s task force meetings. Pulled from year-long 
meeting minutes, over 74 potential criteria were shared with the Colleges by their respective LAMP 
representatives. Based on feedback from the Colleges, the task force members consolidated the criteria into 
smaller sets under the categories of Student Demand, University Need and State and Regional Need. Upon 
further discussion, a fourth category, Feasibility, emerged. The task force then discussed a proposed process for 
future LAMP committees to utilize in vetting and prioritizing program proposals. 

 
Identification of Internal and External Sources of Information 
 
Internal 
The LAMP considered five primary sources of internal data that could guide the review and prioritization of 
proposed programs: College Strategic Plans, Existing 3-Year Rolling Plans, Existing P-Forms, Existing A-Forms, and 
the College of Humanities, Arts, Behavioral and Social Sciences (CHABSS) College Academic Master Plan (CAMP).  
The LAMP also considered the University Strategic Plan and the Strategic Plan for Diversity and Educational 
Equity, explored questions regarding pedagogical delivery of courses and programs, and reviewed the Student 
Clearing House report.   
 
In Fall 2012, to facilitate discussion about each College’s curricular plans, the LAMP used the five data sources 
noted above to create the previously mentioned matrix (Appendix A).  At the beginning of the Spring 2013 
semester, the LAMP shared that matrix with each College and requested updates as needed.  The LAMP 
members also invited each College to meet with the task force to respond to the following questions: 
 

1. Are there any clarifications regarding the 3-Year Rolling Plan for your College that you would like to 
offer? 

2. What does your College see over the next 10 years in terms of curricular development and curricular 
delivery (e.g., online)? 

3. Does your College have plans to increase its course offerings/programs in Temecula? 
4. Where do you see your College developing programs with alternative deliveries? 
5. What about the growth of existing programs in your College? Should that be part of our master plan? If 

so, to what extent? 
 
Each College updated the matrix and provided responses to these questions. Included in Appendices B through E 
to this report are the full responses from the CHABSS, College of Business Administration (CoBA), College of 
Science and Mathematics (CSM), College of Education, Health and Human Services, including the School of 
Education (SoE), School of Nursing (SoN), and the Human Development and Kinesiology departments.  
 
The individual meetings with the LAMP proved useful.  Most Colleges provided updates regarding their 3-Year 
Rolling Plans, thereby highlighting the dynamic nature of these plans.  In terms of curricular development and 
delivery, over the next ten years, all Colleges have plans to expand existing programs and/or develop new 
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programs with an eye towards increased online instruction including some fully online degree programs.  
Furthermore, Colleges are interested in expanding or launching programs or course offerings on our Temecula 
campus as needed.  Finally and notably, all Colleges and schools as well as the LAMP task force representatives 
have inquired about the relationship between the university’s attention towards the vitality of existing programs 
and the development of new programs.    
 
In addition to individual inquiries and discussions with each College and school, as noted earlier, the LAMP also 
met with Professor Mohammad Oskoorouchi, Faculty Fellow for Teaching and Learning, to discuss technology 
and instruction in higher education, including the active-learning classroom and students’ needs and desires in 
online courses.  
 
Furthermore, Matt Ceppi, Chief of Staff for the Office of the President and Associate Vice President for 
Institutional Planning & Analysis, directed the LAMP to the Student Clearing House report internal to CSUSM. 
This report provides quantitative information about the students who are admitted to CSUSM, but do not enroll. 
These data also indicate students’ declared majors thereby helping us understand if students enroll in other 
institutions to pursue degree programs we do not currently offer.  This report can also assist us in identifying the 
number of CSUSM alumni who have gone on to do post graduate work,  in determining the types of degrees 
they attain, and in assessing  the feasibility of adding those degrees to our academic programs.   
 
External 
The LAMP was guided in its search for external data sources by the original charge of the Academic Senate 
Resolution AS 370-11: 

 
As the Colleges are contemplating program proposals, the Provost's Office should begin working with 
Institutional Planning & Analysis (IPA), Extended Learning, and the Office of Community Engagement to 
solicit regional input regarding programmatic needs.  Once the new Associate Vice President for Planning & 
Academic Resources (AVP-PAR) joins CSUSM, participating in this "environmental scan" should be a top 
priority in preparing for the LAMP task force's work and providing relevant data to Colleges about local 
needs.  We anticipate this scan should include consultation with various local constituencies, including local 
civic leaders and the business community as well as SANDAG, which should inform but not determine the 
task force's considerations.  Instead, this "environmental scan" should provide a mechanism by which 
interests not yet represented within CSUSM (for example, in fields for which CSUSM currently does not have 
existing expertise) can be identified and articulated. (AS 370-11, passed 4 Apr. 2012) 

 
Dr. Jan Jackson, Vice President for Community Engagement (CE), in her October 2012 meeting with the LAMP, 
suggested the task force utilize information from local Chambers of Commerce which looks at jobs and 
sustainability trends. As the LAMP continues its work, the San Diego Workforce Partnership where regional data 
can be obtained on veterans returning from service, as well as other data, can be a useful source of information. 
Going forward, the LAMP should review workforce data available from the San Diego Association of 
Governments (SANDAG), as well as surveys of practical skills for several different careers. The task force could 
also review how the data connects with the academic disciplines. At a more expansive level, the World Trade 
Center San Diego is a source that evaluates data globally and internationally. 

  
The San Diego North Economic Development Council evaluates regional and educational industry needs, 
reflected in their report, the North County Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS). The CEDS 
was developed to help identify industries and jobs in the North County. In her meeting with the LAMP, Associate 
Dean Eisenbach, who served as an educational representative on the development of the 2012 CEDS, described 
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her weekly meetings with members from Mira Costa Community College, Palomar Community College, and the 
Escondido Unified School District. Highlights from these meetings included: 
 

a) STEM education was identified as strength across the community Colleges and at CSUSM.  
b) The industry sees Engineering as a missing element in the region.   
c) Engineering can be interpreted from very basic technical skills to applied physics to computer 

engineering, or to a Ph.D., and encompasses the entire spectrum.  
d) The CEDS task force found it needed a better system for gathering and analyzing the needs of North 

County employers.  
e) Infrastructure is a support mechanism for industry needs and for growing the region. The 

pedagogical aspect aside, online universities are in big demand. Students may not be looking for 
their best interests; rather, they are looking at how to receive a degree in the shortest amount of 
time in the most economical way. 

 
Matt Ceppi referred the LAMP to the McKinsey Center for Government Executive Summary “Education to 
Employment: Designing a System that Works.” The report addresses the issues of education to employment and 
asks the questions: 
 

Around the world, governments and businesses face a conundrum: high levels of youth unemployment 
and a shortage of job seekers with critical skills. How can a country successfully move its young people 
from education to employment? What are the problems? Which interventions work? How can these 
be scaled up? These are the crucial questions. (16) 
 

The Employment Development Department (EDD) could be a useful data source for the LAMP task force. The 
EDD compiles data indicating the regional supply and demand for jobs, the existence of gap areas, and the 
degree area and level needed to fulfill the fastest growing occupations. 
 
Matt Ceppi provided the LAMP with data from the Employment Development Department Labor Market 
Information Division, June 22, 2012, on San Diego County, Riverside County and California. The Department of 
Labor provides data at the national level. A spreadsheet of this data provides a current view (ten years out) for 
the region. Some trends identified in the data are that San Diego County is leveling off in the number of high 
school graduates and the state is seeing a significant decline. The growth in South Riverside is attributed to the 
increase in housing and industry and to the plan for the Interstate 215 corridor.  
 
Ceppi is awaiting data from the California EDD, via the Chancellor’s Office, that will provide employment history 
and salary data for our graduates. 
 
Another external data source that could be useful to the LAMP includes the report The Role of Higher Education 
in Career Development: Employer Perceptions (Chronicle of Higher Education and America Public Media’s 
Marketplace, December 2012) which includes the Top Majors in Order of Interest by Employment Industry.   
 
“It Takes More than a Major: Employer Priorities for College Learning and Student Success” (An Online Survey 
Among Employers Conducted on Behalf of: The Association of American Colleges and Universities, April 10, 
2013) is a survey from various CEOs about the value of communication and collaboration skills that are filled 
from the liberal arts field. 
 

http://mckinseyonsociety.com/education-to-employment/report/
http://mckinseyonsociety.com/education-to-employment/report/
http://www.csusm.edu/LAMP/documentation/occupational_employment_projects_2008_18_Career%20Groupings.xls
http://www.csusm.edu/LAMP/documentation/occupational_employment_projects_2008_18_Career%20Groupings.xls
http://www.csusm.edu/LAMP/documentation/top_majors_in_order_of_interest_by_employment_industry.doc
http://www.aacu.org/leap/documents/2013_EmployerSurvey.pdf
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Also, a white paper, “Reinventing Public Higher Education: A Call to Action” from San Jose State University 
provides a provocative view of new approaches to teaching and assessing learning necessary to providing 
affordable higher education.  
 
Recommended Process for LAMP Yearly Review Cycle 
 
Informed by the task force’s work during the 2012-2013 academic year (AY), the LAMP task force recommends 
the following annual process: 
 

1. In the Spring semester, the LAMP updates the internal and external sources/data they recommend be 
considered by the Colleges for the prioritization of programs.  The LAMP posts these sources/data on 
the LAMP website. 

2. In the Fall, Colleges update their section of the Academic Planning by College Matrix based on their 3- 
Year Rolling Plans and their respective long-range College Academic Master Plans (CAMP). 

3. The LAMP also asks the Colleges to use the criteria noted below for the prioritization of programs to 
categorize programs into high, medium and low priorities. This information is due to the LAMP by the 
end of the Fall semester.  

4. At the beginning of the Spring semester, the LAMP reviews high- and medium-level priority programs as 
classified by the Colleges. Using the same LAMP criteria for prioritization of programs, the LAMP 
recommends priorities for all university academic programs jointly to the Academic Senate and the 
Academic Affairs Leadership Council (AALC).  

5. At the end of the spring semester, the Provost makes university-wide recommendations on priority 
programs. The LAMP for the Academic Year identifies programs by high, medium and low priority and 
publishes them to the LAMP website. 
 

The post-LAMP Process Chart (Figure 1 below) illustrates the relationship among the annually published LAMP, 
the 3- Year Rolling Plans, the A-Form, the University Academic Master Plan and the P-Form culminating in 
program implementation. 
 

http://www.sjsu.edu/president/whitepaper/
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Figure 1: Post LAMP Process   
 
Criteria to Use for Prioritizing Program Proposals 
 
A well-articulated proposal from a College will address multiple indicators of each of the following four criteria.   
 
Student Demand 
Proposals should demonstrate that they meet student needs. Examples of ways to demonstrate student 
demand include, but are not limited to the following: 

 
1. FTES demand in an existing minor or in a concentration 
2. Community College student expectations regarding programs and majors based on their preparatory 

work  
3. Survey data from current students regarding demand for programs  
4. Data on students who were accepted at CSUSM and went somewhere else to pursue a degree we do not 

presently offer  
5. Data indicating student preference for the format of the proposed program (e.g. stackable certificates, 

minor, online 
6. Impacted programs at other regional Colleges 
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State and Regional Need 
Proposals should address state and regional needs, demonstrated by an “environmental scan” that considers, 
but is not limited to the following: 
 

1. Evidence from LAMP-recommended internal and  external data sources as updated yearly to the LAMP 
website Alumni employment  

2. Employers’ definitions of desirable skill sets  
3. Criteria as specified by accrediting associations 
4. Potential for collaboration with community partners  
5.  Intersection of global and national data with state and regional needs  

 
University Need 
Proposals should demonstrate that they meet university needs.  Demonstrated needs include programs that are 
able to do some or all of the following:  
 

1. Further the College and university mission 
2. Contribute to General Education  
3. Provide additional “foundational” disciplinary majors  and/or cutting-edge 

   interdisciplinary programs  
4. Supports campus initiatives (e.g., Hispanic Serving Institution,  Palliative Care Institute, innovative 

pedagogies, leveraging technology) 
5. Supports and extends community partnerships and collaborations 

 
Feasibility 
Proposals should demonstrate that they are feasible. Demonstrated feasibility includes consideration of the 
following:  

1. Resources 
a. Faculty 
b. Staff (e.g., administrative, advising, specialist support) 
c. Space 
d. Equipment, including technology 
e. Library  
f. Potential interactions with other programs (e.g., partnership with existing programs, impaction 

on existing programs)  
g. Potential collaboration with community partners 

2. Long-term potential (e.g., cyclical demand)  
3. Funding sources (e.g., stateside, Extended Learning, grants, and the potential to move across funding 

sources) 
4. Timing 
5. Pedagogical considerations:  (e.g., necessary modes of instruction for the proposed program such as 

labs, active learning classrooms, and online tools) 
6. Potential grant, donor support, and financial aid opportunities  
7. Reasonable time to degree 
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Recommendations 
 
Informed by the task force’s year-long discussions, in addition to the task force’s recommendations for a process 
and criteria for vetting and prioritizing new degree programs proposed by the Colleges, the LAMP task force 
members offer three additional recommendations.  The task force believes these recommendations will make 
possible successful new programs while ensuring the vitality of existing programs: 
 
1. The LAMP recommends Academic Affairs set aside incentive funds for new program development. These 
funds should include resources to develop and launch new programs accompanied by a strategic plan to 
increase the campus FTES target. 
 
2. The LAMP recommends an annual analysis of the impact of resource allocation to new programs on the 
sustainability and growth of existing programs. 
 
3. At the end of AY 2013-2014, the LAMP should revisit the process and criteria for academic master planning 
and revise them as needed to ensure a holistic view of university program development.  
 
4. Membership composition and resource allocation to the LAMP should continue as recommended in the 
original Academic Senate resolution (Appendix H).  
 



Long-range Academic Master Plan Task Force 
Report to the Academic Senate and the Academic Affairs Leadership Council 

 
 
 

Appendices 
 
A  College Academic Master Plan Matrix 
B  College of Business Administration (CoBA) Long-range Academic Planning 
C  College of Education, Health and Human Services (CoEHHS) School of Education Long-range 

Academic Planning 
D College of Education, Health and Human Services (CoEHHS) Human Development and 

Kinesiology Long-range Academic Planning    
E College of Education, Health and Human Services (CoEHHS) School of Nursing Long-range 

Academic Planning 
F College of Humanities, Arts, Behavioral and Social Sciences (CHABBS) Long-range Academic 

Planning 
G College of Science and Mathematics (CSM) Long-range Academic Planning 
H LAMP Membership and Resource Support 
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CHABSS Adult Degree Completion x x

CHABSS Asian Pacific American Studies x

CHABBS Border Studies (LBST) x 2014

CHABSS Chicano/a Latino/a Studies  x

CHABSS Child & Adolescent Development x 2013 x x

CHABSS Cognitive Science x

CHABSS Communication and Culture x x

CHABSS Creative Writing x x

CHABBS Crim as 2+2 with MSJC x x CHABSS 2015

CHABBS Cultural Compentency in Health Care x x

CHABSS Dance x

CHABSS Digital and Media Arts  (BA) x 2014

CHABSS Digital and Media Arts (MA) x 2015

CHABSS Digital Rhetorics (LTWR)  x
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CHABSS Environmental Studies  x 2013 x x

CHABSS Ethnic Studies  x 2014 x

CHABSS Film and Literature x

CHABSS French  x 2015

CHABSS Geographic Information Systems x x

CHABSS Geography  x

CHABSS Geospatial Studies x x

CHABSS German  x

CHABSS Humanities x x

CHABSS Japanese  x

CHABSS Latin American Studies  x x

CHABSS Licensed Mental Health Counselor (LMHC)* x

CHABSS Linguistics  x

CHABSS Middle East/Islamic Studies  x
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CHABSS Music Therapy x x

CHABSS Music  x 2014

CHABSS Neuroscience  x

CHABSS Philosophy  x 2014

CHABSS Public Administration  x x

CHABSS Religious Studies  x

CHABSS Service Learning  x

CHABSS Sexuality Studies  x

CHABSS Theatre  x 2015 x

CHABSS Urban Planning  x

CHABSS Visual Arts x

CHABSS Women's Studies x

CoBA Accounting x x

CoBA Business Analytics & Intellgence x x
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CoBA Corporate Finance x x

CoBA Enterprise Systems (ERP) Data Warehouse x x

CoBA Entreprenuership x x

CoBA Export Certificate x x

CoBA Full-time MBA (stackable certificates) x x x *

COBA HIT Certificate to Masters Option x x x *

CoBA HR x x

CoBA Market Intelligence and Business Systems x x

CoEHHS Master in Public Health x

CoEHHS Masters in Kinesiology x x

CoEHHS Masters in Public Health (MPH) x x

CoEHHS Masters in Social Work x x

CoEHHS Professional Admin Credential - Tier II

CoEHHS/HD Health Science Degree x
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CoEHHS/HD Masters in Social Work x x

CoEHHS/KINE Bioengineering x CSM?

CoEHHS/KINE Biomedical Devices Physics

CoEHHS/KINE Health Information Technology CoBA/CSM

CoEHHS/KINE Health Services Administration x (MPH) CoBA

CoEHHS/KINE J Doc in KINE x UC?

CoEHHS/KINE pre-Physical Therapy x

CoEHHS/KINE Sport Mangement/Sport Studies x CoBA?

CoEHHS/SoE Communicative Sciences Disorders BS x x x

CoEHHS/SoE MA in Science Education x CSM

CoEHHS/SoE Middle level Masters x

CoEHHS/SoN Health Information Technology CoBA

CoEHHS/SoN Nursing Informatics/Nurse Administration x

CoEHHS/SoN Post MSN Certificate x VA Hosp.
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CoEHHS/SoN RN to BSN x x x

CSM Actuarial Science x

CSM Applied Physics x

CSM Biochemistry x 2015

CSM Chemistry x

CSM Computational Biology x 2016

CSM Cyber Security x x 2014

CSM Earth Science x x x

CSM Embeded System Software x x 2013

CSM Environmental Science x 2016

CSM Kaiser Permanente x x 2014

CSM Quantitative & Computational Biology x 2013

CSM Pre-Health Professions x x 2014

* P-Form under review by faculty Spring 2013
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CHABSS Adult Degree Completion x x
CHABBS Border Studies (LBST) x 2014
CHABSS Chicano/a Latino/a Studies  x
CHABSS Child & Adolescent Development x 2013 x x
CHABSS Cognitive Science x
CHABBS Crim as 2+2 with MSJC x x CHABSS 2015
CHABSS Digital and Media Arts  (BA) x 2014
CHABSS Economics Environmental Studies  x 2013 x x
CHABSS Ethnic Studies  x x 2014
CHABSS French  x 2015
CHABSS Geography  x
CHABSS German  x
CHABSS Humanities x x
CHABSS Latin American Studies  x x
CHABSS Linguistics  x
CHABSS Music Therapy x x
CHABSS Music  x 2014
CHABSS Neuroscience  x
CHABSS Philosophy  x 2014
CHABSS Public Administration  x x
CHABSS Religious Studies  x
CHABSS Theatre  x x 2015 x
CHABSS Urban Planning  x
CHABSS Visual Arts x
CoEHHS/HD Health Science Degree x
CoEHHS/SoE Communicative Sciences Disorders BS x x x
CoEHHS/SoN RN to BSN x x x
CSM Computational Biology x 2016
CSM Earth Science x x x
CSM Environmental Science x 2016
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Proposed Project/Initiative/Hire                              
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CHABSS Communication and Culture x x
CHABSS Creative Writing x x
CHABSS Digital and Media Arts (MA) x x 2015
CHABSS Licensed Mental Health Counselor (LMHC)* x
CHABSS Public Administration  x x
CHABSS Women's Studies x
CoBA Full-time MBA (stackable certificates) x x x *
COBA HIT Certificate to Masters Option x x x *
CoEHHS Masters in Kinesiology x x
CoEHHS Masters in Public Health (MPH) x x
CoEHHS Masters in Social Work x x
CoEHHS/HD Masters in Social Work x x
CoEHHS/SoE MA in Science Education x CSM
CoEHHS/SoE Middle level Masters x
CSM Applied Physics x
CSM Biochemistry x 2015
CSM Chemistry x
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College
Proposed Project/Initiative/Hire                           
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College
Proposed Project/Initiative/Hire                     

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
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CHABBS Cultural Compentency in Health Care x x
CHABSS Geographic Information Systems x x
CHABSS Service Learning  x
CoBA Accounting x x
CoBA Business Analytics & Intellgence x x
CoBA Corporate Finance x x
CoBA Enterprise Systems (ERP) Data Warehouse x x
CoBA Entreprenuership x x
CoBA Export Certificate x x

CoBA Full-time MBA (stackable certificates) x x x *

COBA HIT Certificate to Masters Option x x x *
CoBA Market Intelligence and Business Systems x x
CoEHHS/SoN Post MSN Certificate x VA Hosp.
CSM Cyber Security x x 2014
CSM Embeded System Software x x 2013
CSM Pre-Health Professions x x 2014
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Long-range Academic Planning  
College of Business Administration 

February 20, 2012 
Presented by Associate Dean Regina Eisenbach 

 
1. LAMP has the latest version of the College's 3-year rolling plan. What does your college see 
beyond that over the next 10 years in terms of curricular development? 
 

• AACSB Accreditation – ensuring we have the faculty and necessary resources to be 
successful in obtaining AACSB Accreditation and meet enrollment growth targets. 

• Strategic plan – process and goals to this point 
o Speaks to understanding community needs 

• Full time MBA in process with stackable certificates. Two areas of emphasis are 
currently proposed.  Others will follow based on area work force needs and/or faculty 
expertise 

• Entrepreneurship – incubator 
• Develop courses and curriculum that area needs 

 
2. Does your college have plans to increase its course offerings/programs in Temecula? 
 
Current offering –  

• BSBA – one single option.  Increased number of students in it. 
• If demand for other options, we would consider it.  Need additional faculty and seed 

money to do so. 
• MBA – possible program addition for future in combination with Full time MBA in 

process 
  
3.  Given the emergence of CSU Online and Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) like the 
ones being launched at San Jose State, where do you see your college developing programs 
with alternative deliveries?  Or do you anticipate ways in which other CSU online programs 
will affect your college? 
 

• We do not have current programs, but are participating in the online course pilot: 
o MGMT 302 
o MIS 302 
o BUS 304 
o MKTG 302 

 
4.  What about the growth of existing programs in your college? Should that be part of our 
master plan? If so, to what extent? 
 

• What we need for AACSB accreditation – top priority.  Part of this is having financial 
resources to support.  Concerned about that, but analyzing to see if concerns are 
justified. 

• Need funding – cannot expect existing faculty to have all the expertise.  Must hire 
faculty. 

• Sustainability of existing programs – proper funding for growth. 
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In addition to the written response to LAMP’s five questions, Associate Dean Regina Eisenbach 
shared the following: 
 

1. A priority for the college is to become accredited by the Association to Advance College 
Schools of Business (AACSB).  All programs forecasted in their 3-Year Rolling Plan for AY 
2013-2016 will be offered through self support. Two ideas not included on the planning 
matrix are Entrepreneurship and Hospitality and Tourism Management. 

2. There are no current on-line programs offered.   
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Long-range Academic Planning  
College of Education, Health and Human Services 

School of Education 
Feb. 20, 2013 

Presented by Dean Janet Powell 
 
SoE includes Undergraduate courses, Teacher Ed + Com Dis Initial credential programs, MA with 
several options, and Ed.D.  Our School is complex and we have varying needs/plans at the different 
levels of our programs. 

 
1. Are there any clarifications regarding the 3-year rolling plan for your college that you would 

like to offer? 
a. In 13/14, CEHHS Goal for Assumption 5(i), we have an Assoc Dean in place and expect 

that to continue. 
b. In 13/14, SOE Goal for Assumption 6(iii-vi), these searches are underway to some 

degree—proposals to the dean, already posted, interviews completed.  
 

2. What does your college see over the next 10 years in terms of curricular development and 
curricular delivery (e.g., online?)?   

a. We plan more undergraduate offerings (including GE) that we can use to “turn on/off” 
the enrollment spigot during the inevitable variations in the demand for educator 
preparation. 

b. We plan to be nimble in responding to educational needs in the community.  E.g., if Pres. 
Obama’s vision of early childhood education came about, we’d look seriously at starting 
a credential program for Early Childhood Ed.   

c. We have digital initiatives underway (iPads in teacher ed, etc.).   
d. Faculty went through a course in Spring 2012 in how to design and teach an online 

course (Hayden, instructor) + iPad training sessions during Fall 2012.   
e. Our students are able to complete an MA in Education and several certificate programs 

online. Our new graduate Literacy certificate program is online. 
f. Com Dis is planning an MA program. Special Education is developing a certification in 

Applied Behavior analysis Certificate of Advanced Study to respond to recent changes. 
g. Fully online MA option for Educational Technology is being planned. 

 
3. Does your college have plans to increase its course offerings/programs in Temecula? 

a. We have offered teacher ed pre-reqs and courses there in the past, but have recently 
dropped them due to low enrollment. 

b. We are open to increasing offerings there, but no immediate plans to do so. 
c. We expect that with online offerings, fewer SW Riverside students will need us to be f2f 

in Temecula. 
 

4. Where do you see your college developing programs with alternative deliveries? 
a. We are there already with our Master’s courses. 
b. Looking into it with our Credential programs.  Have some pre-reqs offered online.  

Occasional Credential courses have been offered online but we don’t see credentialing 
going completely online. 
 

5. What about the growth of existing programs? 
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a. Demographic studies show that there will be an increasing demand for educators of all 
kinds—teachers, speech/language pathologists, administrators and other leaders.  We 
expect a greater demand for all programs during the coming 10 years. 

 
In addition to these written comments, the Dean provided the following information: 
 

1. Within the next ten years, they foresee growing their traditional/current programs. 
2. Forecasts predict a major teacher shortage in the next ten years. 
3. The Communicative Sciences and Disorders Option is up and running. There are plans to offer an 

MA in the program.  
4. Programs will move to partial or full on-line offerings. 
5. It is anticipated students from the Temecula campus will take more on-line courses. 
6. There is interest in expanding a cross list of programs with Human Development 
7. If the College foresees the need for an Early Childhood Education program, they will implement 

one.  
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Long-range Academic Planning 
College of Education, Health and Human Services 

Human Development and Kinesiology 
Presented by Kara Witzke 

 
1. Are there any clarifications regarding the 3-year rolling plan for your college that you 
would like to offer? 
 

• We are discussing the possible refining and redefining the Kinesiology and HD 
degrees to better meet the needs of our students.  We are now just in the talking 
stage, so we will let LAMP know of any decisions that are made.  
 

• HD has lost one Associate Professor and anticipates the lost of an Assistant 
Professor at the end of this year. HD is once again, down to just one faculty 
member. HD needs to hire at least an Associate Professor to serve as department 
chair and to bring vision, energy, and leadership to the new department of Human 
Services. The second replacement hire will serve in either the new Human Services 
degree or the new Health Science degree. 

 
• KINE is also considering development of a nutrition minor which would be very 

attractive to students in KINE, HD/Human Services, Nursing, and potentially 
Biology and Chemistry among others. 

 
• Planned renovations to University Hall should serve adequate for our projected 

new programs and growth of existing programs. Without the renovations, we will 
be woefully underserved and will not be able to grow or even serve existing 
majors. 

 
 

2. What does your college see over the next 10 years in terms of curricular development 
and curricular delivery (e.g., Does your college have plans to develop online 
instruction?)? 
 

• See above for curriculum development. 
• Neither KINE nor HD plan to offer fully online degrees but may continue to offer 

sections of individual courses in both online and face-to-face formats to better 
serve our students. 

 
3. Does your college have plans to increase its course offerings/programs in Temecula? 
 

• The KINE HS option currently delivered in Temecula will transition to the Health 
Science BS degree at the same time that it is rolled out on the main campus. KINE 
will then launch the pre-physical therapy option in Temecula to better serve the 
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students there who desire to continue on to physical therapy school (this is about 
half of the students in Temecula currently). 

 
• Once the new Human Services options are developed, we will pursue launching 

these in Temecula. 
 
 
4. Given the emergence of CSU Online and Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) like 
the ones being launched at San Jose State, where do you see your college developing 
programs with alternative deliveries?  Or do you anticipate ways in which other CSU 
online programs will affect your college? 
 

• At this time, we do not anticipate offering any degrees fully online. 
 
5. What about the growth of existing programs in your college? Should that be part of 
our master plan? If so, to what extent? 
 

• With the launch of the BS in Health Science, MPH, MSW, and MS in KINE, we 
anticipate major growth in our side of CEHHS. Most of the growth and hires 
associated with this growth (both TT and lecturers) will be reimbursed by Extended 
Learning. 

 
In addition to providing the written responses above, Kara shared the following: 

1. The Health Sciences BS is in the process of being developed and would serve some of 
the Human Development students in the Health Option. 

2. With the goal of better serving students, the college is looking at ways to coordinate the 
Human Development and Kinesiology programs. 

3. A Nutrition minor that would be attractive to Nursing, Kinesiology, Human Development 
and Chemistry majors is being discussed.   
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Long-range Academic Planning 
College of Education, Health and Human Services 

School of Nursing 
Presented by SoN Director Denise Boren 

 
1. Are there any clarifications regarding the 3-year rolling plan for your college that you 
would like to offer? 
 
A priority for the SON is recruitment of tenure track faculty to allow us to grow and continue 
Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE) accreditation of both undergraduate and 
graduate programs. Students must graduate from an accredited school to be considered for job 
opportunities, and admission to reputable masters and doctoral programs. Some clinical agencies 
require accreditation for partnership and clinical placements. The Board of Registered Nurses 
(BRN) and CCNE look closely at faculty mix and ratios.  
 
The approval of adding a RN to BSN option – the collaborative track – is a priority as the SON 
community college partners are requesting students begin courses at CSUSM as soon as possible. 
For this program, students are admitted to the community college for the two years it takes to 
complete the Associate Degree in Nursing (ADN) program, but attend summer session at CSUSM 
following the first year and again return to finish the BSN program the second summer. There is 
significant interest in this program. 
 
The RN to BSN program is growing in response to the IOM and RWJF recommendations to the 
Future of Nursing. Developing an online RN to BSN program is a priority to remain competitive in 
the market place and respond to the needs of the community. 
 
For the MSN program, addition of a Nursing Informatics (?certificate) and Nursing Administration 
track is important to expand the program. The Post-MSN Palliative Care Certificate is being 
reviewed by UCC and if approved starts fall 2013. Other programs that are being explored are 
Women’s Health Nurse Practitioner and Clinical Nurse Specialist programs, Forensic Nurse 
program, and an Family Nurse Practitioner certificate for international nurses. Once the MPH is 
approved, a joint MSN/MPH program is planned.      
 
2. What does your college see over the next 10 years in terms of curricular development and 
curricular delivery (e.g., Does your college have plans to develop online instruction?)? 

           
For nursing, expansion of both undergraduate and graduate programs in planned. Specifically, the 
traditional BSN program needs to be expanded to allow greater opportunity for admission of the 
huge number of pre-nursing students on campus. In addition, the RN to BSN program needs to 
expand to accommodate the many ADN nurses that will need a BSN by 2020 in order to be 
employed. The graduate program will need to grow in response to requirements of the Affordable 
Care Act. Nurse Practitioners will be in great demand nationally. The SON plans to develop online 
programs beginning with the RN to BSN program. A Doctor of Nursing Practice program is planned 
as we build the faculty lines and experience. Partnerships are being explored. 
    
3. Does your college have plans to increase its course offerings/programs in Temecula? 
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The SON would like to increase both undergraduate and graduate programs in Temecula. Because 
of the FTE limits for state-side programs, the SON would like to initiate the traditional BSN 
program in Temecula beginning in Fall 2013 if possible. Expanding the graduate programs to the 
Temecula campus is planned. 
 
4. Given the emergence of CSU Online and Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) like the ones 
being launched at San Jose State, where do you see your college developing programs with 
alternative deliveries?  Or do you anticipate ways in which other CSU online programs will affect 
your college? 
 
The SON has met with Ruth Black and others promoting CSU Online. Once questions are answered 
and the program is explored some more, it is planned to run a fully online RN to BSN program 
through CSU Online. WASC accreditation is being sought for this initiative. 
 
5. What about the growth of existing programs in your college? Should that be part of our 
master plan? If so, to what extent? 
 
Yes, the RN to BSN program, traditional BSN program and the graduate program should  
all grow in the next couple years. 

 

In addition to the written responses above, Denise shared the following information in her meeting with 
LAMP: 

1. There are no major changes forecasted for the Nursing program.  

2. They would like to grow their BSN program. 

3. Ideally, the program would add one more cohort of about 44 students in Spring 2014.  However; 
due to FTES constraints, the college is not yet ready to commit to the program.  
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Long-range Academic Planning 
February 1, 2013 

College of Humanities, Arts, Behavioral and Social Sciences 
 

The co-chairs of CHABSS’ Hiring and Academic Planning Committee (HAPC) and Dawn Formo, in 
her role as Associate Dean, responded to these five questions in their meeting with LAMP: 
 
Questions 

1. Are there any clarifications regarding the 3-year rolling plan for your college that you 
would like to offer? 

2. What does your college see over the next 10 years in terms of curricular development 
and curricular delivery (e.g., online)? 

3. Does your college have plans to increase its course offerings/programs in Temecula? 
4. Where do you see your college developing programs with alternative deliveries? 
5. What about the growth of existing programs? 

 
Responses 

1. There are no particular clarifications to the 3-year rolling plan.  
2. There is a growing list of suggestions from the college that includes undergraduate, 

graduate and many certificate programs.  The college perceives growth in on-line 
instruction. We are currently working on an EL/Kaiser Permanente partnership that 
involves three departments. Modern Language Studies’ Spanish program is also working 
on an EL/Tri-City partnership.  

3. Conversations have also begun regarding the possibility of developing a package of on-
line GE courses that would serve all students including those in Temecula.  

4. In addition to those noted above, there is interest in increasing summer, on-line 
offerings. 

5. The college continues to be concerned about how best to strengthen existing programs 
while adding necessary new programs.  

 



Long Range Academic Planning: CSM 
February 2013 

Presented by Associate Dean Ricardo Fierro, College of Science and Mathematics 
 

1. Are there any clarifications regarding the 3‐year rolling plan for your college that you 
would like to offer? 

 

a. CSM plans to offer a suite of courses related to software engineering of embedded  
real‐time systems, taught at the worksites of local companies. Some course titles and 
descriptions include: 
(1) C Programming for Embedded Systems. This course is designed to increase your knowledge of the 

essentials of programming in C for embedded systems. This course helps software developers to 
expand their knowledge of using pointers, bit manipulation, the meaning of dependent keywords 
such as “static”, “volatile” or “register” as well as learning more about source code solutions to 
common embedded systems issues. 20 hours. Prerequisite: none.  

(2)  Embedded Systems Design and Programming. Description: This course provides an overview 
concerning the architecture of embedded systems. The unique constraints as it relates to 
embedded systems which include real‐time programming, portability and power usage 
optimizations are examined. Additionally, this course includes other embedded design topics such 
as specification, system design, and hardware/software co‐design and design quality. 40 hours. 
Prerequisite: none. 

(3) Architectures and Patterns for Network Programming. Description: Learn design architectures for 
distributed systems (client/server, peer‐to‐peer, publish/subscribe) and design patterns for system 
components (acceptor, connector, transport, reactor, proactor, pluggable protocol framework, 
abstract factory, etc). 20 hours. Prerequisite:  Programming skill in C++ or Java or similar object‐
oriented language. 

 

b. CSM plans to create and offer (subject to approval) an online cyber‐security 
certificate, and these courses will eventually be incorporated into a Professional 
Science Masters degree. Because this field is rapidly evolving, the curriculum must be 
current and flexible, and to be as such will require industry partnership. Regional 
industry is receptive to this, and has already sought to partner with us. Example 
courses and electives are: 
(1) Network Systems and Security  ‐ 3 credits 
(2) Encryption for Secure Information Transfer and Storage – 3 credit 

(3) Malicious Software Analysis and Defense – 3 credits 

(4) Database Security – 3 credits 
(5) Software Security – 3 credits 
 

c. CSM plans to create and offer (subject to approval) a pre‐health professions certificate 
(PHCP). The PHCP will strengthen the background of post baccalaureate non‐STEM 
students, enabling them to competitively  apply to health professional programs, such 
as medicine, dentistry and pharmacy. The PHCP will consist of 13 courses, totaling 51 
units, taken over a period of 2 years. Tasks that we are currently working on include: 
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(1) Identifying the audience we want to serve 
(non science or science students, 2nd careers/degrees) 

(2) Determining the prerequisites for applicants  
(BS degree, minimum GPA, required courses) 

(3) Work closely with departments (Chemistry, Mathematics, Physics, Biology) 
(4) Creating a suitable suite of courses offered by CSUSM. 
(5) Scheduling courses (current lab space on campus, evenings, weekends; online) 
(6) Writing a formal proposal in collaboration with the Dean, Chairs and EL, and 

preparation of the proposal (P form). 

 
d. CSM is seeking ways to enhance support for start‐up costs of new faculty in the 

college. 
 

e. The proposed developments planned in CSM are summarized in the matrix below.  
The matrix offers a quick scan of curricular developments planned in CSM. 

 
Development  Degree  Certificate  Online Faculty 

Hire 
Partner  Start 

Year 

Pre‐Health    X     EL  2014 

Cybersecurity    X X   EL  2014 

  PSM    X   EL/ViaSat  2015 

Biochemistry  MS        EL  2015 

Quantitative and 
Computational 
Biology 

Minor 

   
    2014 

Computational 
Biology 

BS 
   

    2016 

Embedded 
Systems Software 

 
X   

  EL  2014 

Environmental 
Science 

BS 
   

    2016 

Actuarial Science  Minor          2016 

Chemistry  MS        EL  2017 

Earth Science  BS/Minor        Interdepartmental  2018 

Applied 
Physics/Electronics  

Option/Minor
   

  CS  2015 

Kaiser‐Permanent 
Continuing 
Education 

 
X  X 

  Kaiser‐
Permanente/EL 

2014 
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2. What does your college see over the next 10 years in terms of curricular development 
and curricular delivery (e.g., Does your college have plans to develop online instruction?)? 
 
CSM plans to increase its online offerings as more faculty become interested in offering 
courses in this format to serve students. The tables below indicate that the number of online 
courses in CSM is increasing.  
 

Online courses 

Dept (F12)  Course 

EL  BIOL 175 INTRO TO HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY  I B2/B3 

CHEM  CHEM 311 CHEMICALS AND THE ENVIRONMENT BB 

CS  CS 301J  COMPUTER MASTERY: JAVA  BB 

PHYS  PHYS 490 SEMINAR (Speech and Hearing Sciences) 

 

Dept (Sp13)  Course 

EL  BIOL 104 PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY: HUMAN EMPHASIS  

EL  BIOL 176 INTRO TO HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY  II 

CHEM  CHEM 250  QUANTITATIVE CHEMISTRY  

CHEM  CHEM 311 CHEMICALS AND THE ENVIRONMENT BB 

CS  CS 301J  COMPUTER MASTERY: JAVA  BB 

 

Dept (Su13)  Courses (subject to sufficient enrollment) 

EL/CHEM  GES 101 MATTER, MOLECULES, LIFE, AND THE ENVIRONMENT I B1/B3 

EL/CHEM  CHEM 316 CHOCOLATE, COFFEE, AND COCAINE 

EL/CHEM  CHEM 250  QUANTITATIVE CHEMISTRY  

EL/CHEM  CHEM 311 CHEMICALS AND THE ENVIRONMENT BB  

EL/CS  CS 301A  COMPUTER MASTERY: ASP BB 

EL/MATH  MATH 115 COLLEGE ALGEBRA  B1 

EL/MATH  MATH 200 STATISTICS FOR NURSING  B1 

 

Dept   Course (future) 

BIOL  GES 102 MATTER, MOLECULES, LIFE, AND THE ENVIRONMENT II B2/B3 

CHEM  GES 100 MATTER, MOLECULES, LIFE, AND THE ENVIRONMENT I B1 

CHEM  GES 100 MATTER, MOLECULES, LIFE, AND THE ENVIRONMENT I B1 

CHEM  CHEM 101 PREPARATORY CHEMISTRY 

CHEM   CHEM 105 GENERAL, ORGANIC, AND BIOCHEM FOR LIFE B1 

CHEM   CHEM 105 GENERAL, ORGANIC, AND BIOCHEM FOR LIFE LAB B1 

PHYS  ASTR 101 INTRO TO ASTRONOMY  

PHYS  GES 100 MATTER, MOLECULES, LIFE, AND THE ENVIRONMENT I B1 

 
 

Also, a future topic of discussion is the growth of the Applied Electronics Option  
(PHYS and CS). 
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The average cost per FTE in STEM majors is higher than other majors. This is due to  
a) direct instruction in laboratories;  
b) smaller class size of laboratories due to space and safety constraints;  
c) turnover of expendable supplies and materials;  
d) costs for acquisition and maintenance of equipment.  
 
The following table shows average departmental cost per FTES. 
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3. Does your college have plans to increase its course offerings/programs in Temecula? 

 
We are offering more courses (high demand or prerequisites for other programs)  
in Temecula, such as:  

Dept  Course 
BIOL BIOL 104 PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY: HUMAN EMPHASIS 
BIOL BIOL 177 INTRO TO HUMAN ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY FOR KINE I B3 
BIOL BIOL 178 INTRO TO HUMAN ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY FOR KINE II 
CHEM GES 100 MATTER, MOLECULES, LIFE, AND THE ENVIRONMENT I B1 
CHEM GES 110 ACTIVITIES IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE B3 
CHEM CHEM 101 PREPARATORY CHEMISTRY 
CHEM CHEM 150 GENERAL CHEMISTRY B1/B3 
MATH  MATH 115 COLLEGE ALGEBRA  B1 
MATH MATH 125 PRECALCULUS 
MATH  MATH 132 SURVEY OF CALCULUS 
MATH  MATH 200 STATISTICS FOR NURSING  B1 

 
4. Given the emergence of CSU Online and Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) like the 

ones being launched at San Jose State, where do you see your college developing 
programs with alternative deliveries?  Or do you anticipate ways in which other CSU 
online programs will affect your college? 

 
We believe that our strength in online and hybrid instruction lies in STEM. We already have a 

proven track record of overing several courses in biology as well as anatomy and physiology 

online. These course make novel use of labpacks, which provide unique hands‐on laboratory 

experiences while content is delivered online. We believe that we have the potential to be 

the “mecca of science” online because we can maintain quality with our unique pedagogy, 

and we are training instructors to handle increasing numbers of students demanding these 

courses. We will be delivering a significant number of courses online in summer 2013, 

including mathematics courses that satisfy the B4 “golden four” requirement.   
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5. What about the growth of existing programs in your college? Should that be part of our 

master plan? If so, to what extent? 
 

The number of majors in CSM is increasing.  
 

 
 
There are future plans to develop a MS in Biochemistry. 

 Promotes research for tenure‐track faculty 

 Offers teaching opportunities and other employment to graduate students  
 

The CSM 3‐year rolling plans assume that budget and FTES are flat, however the number of 
science and math majors is increasing, as well as the demand for service courses. The tables 
below show waitlists in courses offered by departments in CSM.  

 
Jan 7, 2013 (service) cap enr wait 
GES  102 MATR,MOLEC,LIFE&ENVIR II 25191 10 LEC 90 90 90 
GES  102 MATR,MOLEC,LIFE&ENVIR II 25195 11A ACT 30 30 53 
GES  102 MATR,MOLEC,LIFE&ENVIR II 25197 12A ACT 30 30 25 
GES  102 MATR,MOLEC,LIFE&ENVIR II 25198 13A ACT 30 30 17 
MATH  115 COLLEGE ALGEBRA 25187 01 LEC 45 45 37 
MATH  115 COLLEGE ALGEBRA 25189 03 LEC 45 45 30 
MATH  115 COLLEGE ALGEBRA 25190 04 LEC 43 43 29 
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Jan 7, 2013 (CSM majors) cap enr wait 
BIOL  210 INTRO CELL/MOLEC BIOL 25230 10 LEC 72 48 67 
BIOL  210 INTRO CELL/MOLEC BIOL 25231 11A LAB 24 24 37 
BIOL  210 INTRO CELL/MOLEC BIOL 25233 12A LAB 24 24 30 
MATH  160 CALC W/ APPLICATIONS I 25157 10 LEC 105 105 45 
MATH  160 CALC W/ APPLICATIONS I 25158 11A LE2 35 35 18 
MATH  160 CALC W/ APPLICATIONS I 25159 12A LE2 35 35 21 
MATH  160 CALC W/ APPLICATIONS I 25160 13A LE2 35 35 7 
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BIOL 210, BIOL 351, and CHEM 351L share SCI2 145. Lab capacity in SCI2 145 is 24 (additional 

lab sessions needed for more students). It’s difficult to offer more lab sections because we 

are exhausting current lab space (high utilization). 

 

BIOL  210 
INTRO 
CELL/MOLEC BIOL 11A LAB 24 22 17 4.00 W 11:30 AM 2:15 PM

BIOL  210 
INTRO 
CELL/MOLEC BIOL 12A LAB 24 25 12 4.00 W 3:00 PM 5:45 PM

BIOL  351 
MOLEC CELL 
BIOLOGY 11A LE2 24 27 0 5.00 M 10:00 AM 10:50 AM

BIOL  351 
MOLEC CELL 
BIOLOGY 12B LAB 24 27 0 5.00 M 11:000 AM 1:45 PM

BIOL  351 
MOLEC CELL 
BIOLOGY 13A LE2 24 27 0 5.00 T 12:000 PM 12:50 PM

BIOL  351 
MOLEC CELL 
BIOLOGY 14B LAB 24 27 0 5.00 T 1:00 PM 3:45 PM

CHEM  351L 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
LAB 01 LAB 12 10 0 2.00 R 12:00 PM 5:45 PM

 
 

BIOL 351 labs are 3 hrs, while CHEM 351 labs are 6 hours. 
 

 

  

  

  
 

Increased funding for lab supplies and equipment is needed. In AY 2012/13, the college 
budget could fund merely 58% of the requested budget from the CSM departments. This is a 
recurring problem. 
 
The number of majors in CSM is increasing. This entails additional tenure‐track faculty and 
additional space to provide instructional and research laboratory capacity. There are various 
ways to increase lab capacity:  

 Remodel existing space (hoods, benches, …) 

 Increase funding for evening labs  

 New science building 
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Appendix G 
 

Long-range Academic Planning 
College of Science and Mathematics 

February 1, 2013 
 

In addition to the PowerPoint presentation by Associate Dean Rick Fierro, his discussion with 
the task force provided this additional information: 
 

1. The updated plan reflected fewer funds from Extended Learning than originally 
anticipated.   

2. The college will deliver programs in the traditional format; as well as hybrid and flip 
courses.  

3. CMS anticipates introducing certificate programs in conjunction with Extended Learning. 
4. There is a need to build preparatory and upper division courses which may lead to fewer 

offerings in general education courses. 
5. The college predicts growth in major degree offerings. Lab capacity needs to be 

increased. Resources to support the sciences are very expensive.   
6. There are plans to increase course offerings in Temecula. 
7. The growth of the existing college has doubled in size from 2008 to 2012  
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LAMP Membership and Resource Support1 

 
 

Part 1:  Membership of Task Force to Develop CSUSM’S LONG-RANGE ACADEMIC MASTER PLAN:  
  
BLP Chair or Designee                                                                                Co-Chair 
AVP for Academic Resources/Planning                                                   Co-Chair 
AVP for Academic Programs 
One faculty member from each College (presumably, from Curriculum Committee or closest equivalent 
     w/i College, as selected by faculty members of those committees) 
One faculty member from Library (selected by Library faculty) 
One representative from IITS 
One representative from Student Affairs 
Chair of Academic Senate or Designee 
Dean of Graduate Studies or Designee 
One representative from Extended Learning, appointed by Dean 
One student representative, appointed by ASI 
 
 Staff support to the committee will be needed, presumably from the Provost's Office and/or the 
Academic Senate (including taking of meeting minutes, development and maintenance of website, etc.).  
We also anticipate resource support from will be needed from Institutional Planning & Analysis (IPA), 
Instructional & Information Technology Services (IITS), Enrollment Management Services (EMS), Office 
of Community Engagement,  and Extended Learning.  
 

 Faculty seats:  All seats will be held by tenure-track faculty members, to be selected by the 
faculty.  Membership on these seats may rotate as membership on various faculty 
committees rotates. 

 
Taken from the Resolution: 
RESOLVED, That, to achieve the goals set forth in the proposal during the Academic Year 2012-2013, the 
Senate endorse compensation in the form of a 3 unit release each semester for the task force’s co-chair 
and a stipend for each faculty committee member to complete this work;  
 
 

                                                 
1
As stated in Academic Senate Resolution 370-11 (passed 4 Apr. 2012) 
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